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believes that the staff should be consulted and
engaged in the process of changing the
nursing culture at our hospital, starting with our
Nursing Journal. We know that this process of
engaging the staff in the creation of the
newsletter will be a slow process, as we are
not just publishing a newsletter, we are
changing our culture.
To go through the journey of becoming a
Magnet Hospital, engaging our staff is crucial.
Leaders engage staff in decision making, and
nurses must be at ease to suggest and give
their ideas if they believe it is good for their
unit and if it will produce quality outcomes for
patients and staff.

Message from our VP of Nursing
Dear Colleague,
Thank you for your participation in
selecting a title for our nursing
newsletter. Twenty-seven percent (27%) voted for
“Nursing Journal.” My goal is to use the Nursing
Journal as one tool to communicate with the
nursing staﬀ about important information and
events.
There are several key initiatives that are being
rolled out. As of June 1st, we have added two (2)
important questions to our Patient Satisfaction
Survey (HCAHP Survey). One question asks the
patient how often the nursing staﬀ rounded, and
the second asks the patient if the Clinical Nurse
Manager completed daily rounds. These
professional responsibilities are essential to
improving our patient satisfaction scores.
Knowing how well individual units are performing
will allow us to help staﬀ improve their
performance.
Thank you for all you do to provide excellent
care to our patients.
Kathleen Scher, RN, Ed.D., NE-BC
Chief Nursing Oﬃcer/Vice President of Nursing
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NURSES ENGAGEMENT & PREFERENCE SURVEY RESULTS
The Editorial Board would like to
thank all those who participated in the
engagement process and those who wrote
down their ideas, opinions, and
suggestions in the survey forms. Change is
hard but this is a great start that will
augur well the journey to our Magnet
designation. Here are the results of our
Staff Preference Survey including
majority opinions which we will accept
and implement enthusiastically as the
voice of our nurses:
1). The winning name of our newsletter
garnering 27% of the votes is
“Nursing Journal” and will be used in
our nameplate and masthead starting
this issue.
2). 29% of the respondents selected
“Making A Difference” as our
newsletter motto and will appear in
both our nameplate and masthead.
3). Our staff and readers (69%)
prefer to read their Nursing Journal
printed on paper.
4) Since majority of our staff
respondents/readers (59%) are “Baby
Boomers,” special attention will be
given to them in our policies and article
selection process.
5) Only two (2) of our staff members volunteered as writer and
photographer (please see survey results for their names).
It is interesting to note that only about 5% of our staff responded to our
survey. But the 39 respondents (around 900 copies were distributed) who
submitted their preferences were fully engaged and enthusiastically made
suggestions on both the editorial content and graphics to improve our journal. In
fact, you will notice that most of the articles published in this issue have been
written and bylined with pride by our nurses. We appreciate those nurses who
are writing and communicating their ideas and stories in our journal. We
purposely did not require the respondents in the survey to write their names so
that we can get an unbiased opinion and detached feedback.
Here are some of the feedback from our readers
about the May special issue:
“It is a great beginning and an impressive work!
“Congratulations! A finely penned journal”
“We can add this to our Nursing Dashboard in Epic”
“Very interesting and well thought-out!”
“Very informative!”
“Very professionally done!”
“Great job, great articles! Can’t wait to read the upcoming issues!”
“Nicely done!”
“Outstanding! Should publish in our Learning Management System”
“Excited for the next issue!”
“Incomparable and difficult to duplicate!”

(By: Fe Jacolbe, RN)

JHMC’s TRUE NORTH AND GUIDING STAR — “To Be Second to None”
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GEM (Going the Extra Mile ) Awardees from Nursing Department
The G.E.M Program was created in July of 2013 to acknowledge and thank the staff for simple acts of courtesy, team spirit,
kindness, and professionalism. G.E.M. recipients for the month are gathered for breakfast with the G.E.M committee co-chairs,
Anthony Maffia, Sheila Garvey, our President & CEO Bruce Flanz, and their Dept. Directors/Supervisors.
The GEM recipients for May 2015 were Ms. Hazel-Adams, RN, AHN (6 South) and Mr. Sherwyn Pajimma, PCA (Mental Health III).
Ms. Hazel Adams-Davis, RN, AHN (6 South) center on the picture with Mr. B. Flanz, CEO and Ms.
O. Galibova, CNM. Ms. Adams-Davis was nominated by Ms. Galibova for going above and
beyond her call of duty, as evidenced by this act of kindness: “There was a patient who was
discharged and needed to fly to California. Pt had oxygen equipment to be transported with her
along with her other belongings. Unfortunately, patient could not fit everything in one car, Ms.
Adams-Davis then, on her own, called a second cab, packed everything in the car, drove with the
patient to the airport, assisted her in checking-in, and made sure that the patient boarded safely.
During Nurses Week, Ms. Adams-Davis was also nominated as the Nurse Preceptor of the Year and
was awarded with a plaque by Dr. Scher, our VP of Nursing.” What a gem!
Mr. Sherwyn Pajimna, PCA (Psych 3) From Left to right: Mr. Fabunan, CNM, Psych 3, Mr. Sherwyn
Pajimna, PCA, Mr. T. Maffia, VP of Psychiatry, and Mr. B. Flanz, CEO.
Mr. D. Fabunan, CNM, nominated Mr. Pajimna because of his intervention from preventing
incidents in the unit that could have turned into a fiasco: “Mr. Sherwyn Pajimna PCA has been an
employee of JH for almost 5 years. Since his transfer to Psych 3 from Hospice, he is always observed
by other treatment team members in showing his vigilance and diligence in providing good patient
care especially in the area of patient safety. This was proven true from 2 recent incidents we had in
the unit– because of Mr. Pajimna’s excellent critical thinking and decision making ability, he was able
to prevent 2 serious incidents from turning into something worse.” Congratulations, Mr. Pajimna!
Ms. Sandra Meertins, RN, AHN (6 South) was the GEM recipient for April 2015.
From left to right: Ms. R. Blackwell, DON, Ms. O. Galibova, CNM, Ms. Sandra Meertins, and Mr.
B. Flanz, CEO. Ms. Meertins was nominated by Ms. Galibova for helping out a unit in an
emergency despite the amount of work that she needed to do in her unit: “One of the evenings,
Ms. Meertins heard a code 99 called for 5 North, without hesitation, Ms. Meertins ran to help the
nurses on that unit. She was very instrumental in running the code and she stayed with the nurses to
help them complete their documentation (knowing that 5 North staff doesn’t have codes frequently).
Ms. Meertins’ dedication and commitment go above and beyond her duties.” Thank you, Ms.
Meertins!

HUDDLE-UP for Patient Safety or Error-free Daily Operations
Jamaica Hospital Medical Center’s Management Team has
initiated Daily Leadership and Safety Huddle that commenced
July 6th, 2015. The daily huddle begins promptly at 10:00 AM,
lasts for 15 minutes or less, and chaired by Mr. Bill Lynch, Dr.
Morisco, and Dr. Raoof. A director or designee from each
department is represented in this forum.
The Daily Leadership and Safety Huddle ensures that clear
effective communication related to operations and patient care
happen in a timely and efficient way. Operationally, this will
mean that daily plans are discussed and coordinated, issues
are resolved in “real time” and escalated to team leaders, and
transparency to every aspect of the daily operations.
The typical agenda for the huddle, as follows:
 Issues for the past 24 hours


Potential issues for next 24 hours



Bed count by unit



Scheduled procedures



Great catches



Service recovery



Announcements



Reflections
While the safety huddle is a tool, it is also much more. Not only
that it assists us in providing safe, quality care to our patients by
reducing the risk of system or process failures, it also connects our
leaders with work occurring throughout the hospital, focuses them
on helping front line staff do their best work, and helps drive the
organization-wide culture change needed to improve safety and
quality across the board. One of the hospital presidents once said,
“I can’t imagine running the hospital effectively without the daily
safety huddle.”
This initiative will succeed because we all know that at the center
and sitting in that “empty chair” of our cascading huddles starting
from the unit/department huddle, to nursing leadership huddle, up
to hospital leadership morning huddle is our PATIENT. And every
time a safety or quality issue is discussed and made, it will be
prudent to ask the imaginary patient, “What do you think?”

“To do what nobody else will do, a way that nobody else can do in spite of all what we go through; IS TO BE A NURSE”
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Nursing Units Share Their “APPETITE” to Do Exceptionally Good
Baby-Friendly Hospital Initiative (by Josie Kirton, CNM)
“It is our dream in Maternal-Child Units to achieve the honor
of being members of a team that allowed our hospital to be
designated as “Baby-Friendly” facility.
Yes, it is hard work, a detailed plan and a long journey
toward excellence
in providing
evidence-based
maternity care
with the ultimate
goal of achieving
optimal infant
feeding outcomes
and mother/baby
bonding. We are
focused, very
excited, and very
motivated. We all have gone through the needed training and
understand all the elements involved about this initiative.
Part of this initiative to enhance patient experience and
promote rooming-in: Nine (9) rooms on the floor were
renovated and the remaining rooms to follow. Babies are now
examined in the room with the moms rather than taking them
out of the room. Everything is done in the room now.
This journey is very exciting, yet challenging, but it is all
worth it because it develops our team, builds leadership skills
amongst staff, promotes unit pride, enhances patient
satisfaction, and improves patient health outcomes. We are
now on the 3rd phase of the 4-D Pathway to “Baby-Friendly”
Designation, i.e. Development Phase. We will soon arrive at
the final or “Designation” Phase… and we can’t wait to
celebrate!”
4 North Cares (by Gita Barral, RN and Vilma Dela Cruz, RN)
“We want to share our joy for what we are accomplishing
here in 4 North — from January until now, we don’t have any
nosocomial pressure ulcers and no CLABSI. We’re simply
focusing on prevention and working as a team. We do close
monitoring of skin, identify high-risk patients and implement
preventive measures. When we take reports for admission and
determine that the
patient is high-risk,
we immediately put
air mattress on the
bed before the
patient comes to the
unit. We also initiate
nutritional consult for
patients with poor
appetite. We take
patient rounding
very seriouslyfollowing the 4 Ps because we firmly believe that it is the key
to our success. Our PCAs contribute to the success of the hourly
rounding. We also do a lot of patient and family education

and involve them in planning the patient’s plan of care. We are
also proud that we are healing a lot of pressure ulcers on our
floor. We do communicate with each other all the time; we
always follow correct processes to improve patient outcomes.”
Care Transition Program (by Abigail C. Hasan, RN, FNP-BC)
“The importance of reducing our readmission rates cannot be
overemphasized. They are expensive and harmful but luckily
often avoidable. Under the Affordable Care Act, institutions are
penalized for higher than expected readmission rate, which is
now 3% this fiscal year. This main goal of our Care Transition
Team is to reduce the readmission rate to avoid penalty.
The Department of Care Transition began in 2011 in an effort
to improve care transitions of inpatient population from the
hospital to home setting and reduce readmissions for high-risk
Medicare beneficiaries. The program started with the CommunityBased Care Program which provides trained Nurse Practitioner in
coordinating the community care of high-risk Medicare
beneficiaries. The program then united with the IMPACT program
which handled Medicare beneficiaries who are high utilizers of
healthcare cost. Since then, the program has expanded to include
the Patient Service Center which provides follow-up calls to postdischarge patients. The newest initiative is our Telemedicine
program which will enhance our goal in assisting the transition of
inpatient to home, offering compliance with prescribed regimen
and adherence to discharged plan.”
6 South, The Dream Team Updates
“From the time the unit opened in October 2009, there’s so
much great things happening in the unit that we are very proud
about. To mention a few… we never had any nosocomials (no PU,
no CAUTI, and no CLABSI). For 2 years in a row, our HCAHPS
scores have been very high. Communication on this floor has been
ongoing (all 3 shifts speak the same language and everyone
knows what’s
THE DREAM TEAM
going on). Staff
knows what’s
expected of
them, everyone is
dedicated and
committed. In
fact, we received
the Unit Customer
Service Award.”
3 South HCAPHS
Score (by Dora Parris, RN, CNM)
“I’m very happy to see our HCAHPS scores moving up from
December 2014 to present but we are not done yet. We aim to
get and maintain 100%. Currently, I follow-up many of our
patients who were discharged from 3 South. When they hear my
voice over the phone, they are very surprise and happy that I
called to follow-up how they’re doing and how they’re managing
their health. This is an ongoing project, and we will continue to
work as a team to improve our patient satisfaction and
experience.”

“Efficiency is doing things right, Effectiveness is doing the right things, and NURSING is doing the right things right!” 4
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2015 NURSES WEEK THEME —”Ethical Practice, Quality Care”
The National Nurses Week 2015 theme recognizes the importance of "Ethical Practice, Quality Care" in Nursing — one without
the other is not simply possible. Every professional nurse acknowledges this truism by the strong commitment, compassion and care
nurses display in their practice and profession. Florence Nightingale herself believed that a nurse’s ethical duty was first and foremost
to care for the patient. This precept underpins every discussion of Ethics in Nursing but as health care has become more complex and
challenging, an elaboration of that fundamental principle is required.
The American Nurses Association has been through two thoughtful and lengthy revisions, which included seeking input from nursing
leaders and staff nurses alike, and developing examples of how the new Code could be used in specific clinical situations. The most
recent revised document, known as the Code of Ethics for Nurses With Interpretive Statements, gained final organizational approval
in January 2015. The document is a “must read” for every professional nurse
because it is a “statement of the ethical values, obligations, duties, and
professional ideals of nurses individually and collectively.” For the complete copy
of the document, please go to http://www.nursingworld.org/codeofethics.
For those who were lucky to be around during the JHMC Nursing Grand
Rounds last May 6, 2015, the staff were treated to one of the highlights of the
Nurses Week— The presentation and lecture on ANA’s Code of Ethics by Dr.
Elma Paljevic, RN (shown on the left). The room was jam-packed with nurses
(shown in the picture below during the lecture) eager to hear what are the new
guidelines and other relevant issues to improve their professional standing.
Dr. Esma D. Paljevic was selected to be on the
Advisory Committee for the American Nurses
Association (ANA) Code of Ethics for Nurses Revision
Panel. She received her EdD from St. John Fisher/
College of New Rochelle. She has an MA in Advanced
Practice Pediatric Nursing from New York University
and a BSN from Mercy College. She is a Pediatric
Nurse Practitioner in Pediatric Cardiology at the
Children’s Hospital at Montefiore Medical Center. She
specializes in clinical research involving
Cardiogenetics, an interprofessional approach to
families that have experienced the sudden cardiac
death (SCD) of a family member and the genetic risk
for SCD that other families may experience. She has
several recent publications, one of them is “Translating
Advances in Cardiogenetics into Effective Clinical
Practice: A Translational Model. Qualitative Health
Research. 8, 1-15.”

2015 NURSES WEEK RECOGNITION AWARDEES … cont’d. on page 7
Nurse Leader Winner: James Hudson, RN, CNM (3 North)
James is admired by the staff as well as by his
colleagues. He is a friend, a mentor and an excellent
leader. He is supportive of the nurses and is genuinely
concerned with their growth and development. He is very
humble and easily accessible at all times. He is a wellrounded person and gives his heart to whatever he does
moreso, in imparting his expertise to the staff and his
colleagues.
His leadership qualities made him an asset to our
organization. He is our Pain Management Czar and was
instrumental in implementing a collaborative project with
1199 on Patient Centered Care focusing on improving staff responsiveness and
HCAHPS score. He tirelessly participates and is actively involved in JHMC
improvement activities including hospital’s transition to EMR.
As a nursing leader, James finds time to devote his time in helping the community
through participating in Health Fair Screening Program and coaching basketball in
his community. As per James’ colleague, “James truly epitomizes the
qualities of an outstanding Nurse Leader of the Year.”

Nurse of Distinction Winner: Jane Chacko, RN (6 South)
Jane is a Medical-Surgical Nurse
with a Nurse Practitioner and Master
of Science Degree in Nursing. She is
respected and admired by her peers
for her clinical skills, kindness and
professionalism. Jane acknowledges
that patient and family are part of the
team; she extends herself to patients
and families and is always readily
available to address their needs. Her
inspiration for being a role model and
selfless clinician is her professional
encounters with patients and families. Driven by her passion for
improving nursing practice, she believes in higher education
and empowering patients and family to achieve positive care
outcomes and experience at JHMC. Way to go, Jane!

“There is only one way to succeed in anything and that is to give it everything” Vince Lombardi
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...from page 1- A TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADER ENGAGES HER TEAM DURING NURSES WEEK CELEBRATION

“The celebration of success overshadows the challenges that were encountered along the way”
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Welcome!
Ms. Catherine Biviano, RN , MA, ONC, NE-BC

Director of Professional Development, Research, and PI

Ms. Biviano has worked in
Nursing Education/
Administration for the past 15
years, most recently at the
Hospital for Special Surgery,
and prior to that, she was with
Mount Sinai Hospital at
Queens and Beth Israel Medical Center.
She received her Bachelor's degree from
Lehman College, Master's degree from New York
University and she is currently pursuing her
Doctorate of Nursing Practice at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst. Ms. Biviano is also certified
in Orthopedics, Professional Development and as a
Nurse Executive.
“I am pleased to join the Professional
Development Department at Jamaica Hospital. I am
passionate about the field of Nursing and providing
a safe, supportive environment for our patients and
our nursing staff.”- Cathy Biviano
Ms. Biviano can be reached at ext. 8401.
… from page 5

Family Ties (by Beth Grace Palmas, RN, Family Medicine Clinic Administrator)
“As part of our continued efforts to make a difference in the lives of
the patients we care for by educating and improving their quality of life,
we must first take a look at ourselves and how we interact with each other.
We must strive to foster ways to make the caregivers stronger as a team.
That team is not limited to just the nurses and providers; it incorporates all
those who play an integral part in making the team successful.”
Every 3rd Thursday of the month, using The Spirit Of Caring, Family
Medicine hosts, "Commitment To Our Coworker Breakfast/Lunch". It is
on a voluntary basis that the staff brings in a dish or beverage that they
wish to share with
their colleagues. In
addition to
nourishing the
body, we take
pride in the
importance of
acknowledging,
supporting and
taking care of each
other, as part of
our shared goal to better serve our patients.
What a great way to appreciate the work we do everyday!

2015 NURSES WEEK RECOGNITION AWARDEES —Congratulations!

Nurse Preceptor Nominee: Hazel AdamsDavis, RN, AHN (6 South)
Hazel is an exemplar to others for her
critical thinking skills, intelligence, and honesty.
She has greatly contributed to patient safety
and the delivery of quality care on her unit.
Her solid foundation and leadership in a
variety of challenging situations have brought
immense admiration from everyone.
She is efficient and is a great team
player. Ms. Adams-Davis is an excellent
clinician and this is demonstrated by the delivery of care to her
patients and their families. Her proficiency with computers made it
an easy transitioning to an EMR, of which she extended her
expertise and knowledge to her peers and subordinates.

Novice Nurse Nominee: Steve Prasad, RN (4 South)
Steve, a Novice Nurse exemplifies Excellence in the Nursing Profession. A young energetic nurse like
him is a role model to those entering the
profession.
Steve demonstrates all of the core competencies required of an RN. He has critical
thinking, good communication, good assessment, and good clinical skills. His ability to
work well gave his fellow team members
the confidence that everything will run
smoothly in the unit.
Steve has been practicing strategies of Team STEPPStask assistance, cross monitoring and teamwork on the unit. He
truly deserves to be awarded the Novice Nurse of the Year!

Additional Questions in our HCAHPS Survey (by Eric Langley)
Beginning with discharges after June 1st, 2015, patients who receive our HCAHPS survey will see two (2) additional questions.
The questions are as follows:
1. "During this hospital stay, how often did nursing staff come into your room to check on you?"

O Every hour O Every two hours O Every three hours O Every four hours or longer
2. "During this hospital stay, did the Nurse Manager check on you daily to address your care and comfort needs?"
O Yes
O No
These new questions will help us gain valuable insight into the patient experience by allowing us to assess patients' relationship
with our nursing staff and Clinical Nurse Managers. Using this data, we can target specific inpatient units and help drive up the satisfaction scores in that area, which will also affect our overall scores.
“Majority of patients measure quality based on how well they were treated in the hospital rather than the actual treatment’s success”
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FEEDBACK
What is the genteel way to view our HCAHPS Score? I used “wordle”
below to generate this graphical presentation of our HCAHPS scores —
the bigger the word, the lower is our score. In one glance, we can see that
“Noise”, “Nurse Communication” and other bigger words in the wordle as
of 2014 are the metrics that require more of our attention and where we
should focus our energy on. Can we make all the sizes of the words the
same based on our score for this year?
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From the Editor:

EMPOWERED BY THE VP, OUR NURSES ARE FINDING THEIR VOICE f rom page 1

As Nurses, we should not underestimate our innate
skill to write. After all, we prepare care plans and end-of
-shift reports accumulating at least 160,000 unique
stories during our entire career. It is amazing how many
articles or books we could write and publish if we start
journalizing our work today. Everyday, we witness either
a miracle of life or unwanted experience of end of
life...all possibly worthy of a best-selling book.
Florence Nightingale promoted our profession by
simply being the first to write about her experiences, and
by doing so, she became the first woman to have her
picture in the British Pound. Our Nursing Journal is a
good start as a platform to write, communicate and
contribute on how we can improve and resolve the root
cause/s of medical errors. As nurses, this is our
professional obligation to our patients, to each other,
and to the healthcare industry at large...to share our
experiences in hopes of advancing healthcare and
improving patient outcomes. Let’s make our work visible
and validate our practice by writing and publishing them.
In the next issues of our newsletter, our Nursing
Leadership, by their example and prodding, will be
writing, editing, leading, and publishing our Nursing
Journal with our own staff volunteers. At this point, I will
be doing another initiative and will be glad to know that
our own staff has grown to become who they really
are—nursing mavens!

Like our VP, we all have to be transformational leaders. Patient care
is now supported and made easier through big data and interoperability
of clinical systems with Epic-EMR and Kronos-OptiLink— with JHMC and
FHMC being two of a very small number of hospitals with this capability.
This makes the alignment of staff, processes, and technology possible to
assist and complement our professional instinct. Knowing this, we must be
accountable to voice out the resource capacity needed to provide the
highest quality care that is error-free, cost-effective, with a no-delay
delivery of service, and a100% engagement with everyone involved.

Please share your cares, and e-mail
them to us at cbiviano@jhmc.org. Drop
your comments, articles, pictures,
suggestions, or note of encouragement
at the Nsg. Office, Old Trump (1st floor)
on/or before the 1st day of the month,
or call us at ext. 8050 for any newsletter related questions.
Thank you & see you next issue! Fe Jacolbe, RN

As professional nurses, we can only engage with our nursing leaders,
peers, and partners (doctors, IT, finance, et al.) if we read, understand,
and practice what is written in the ANCC’s Magnet Model and Pathway to
Excellence to become transformational leaders ourselves. Dr. Scher has
shown us by example that we must develop a strong vision that creates an
environment where nurses at every level have a voice to advocate for
resources, fiscal, and technology that support the process of “quality cure”
detailed in Affordable Care Act.
As nurses, we are noted for spending whatever precious time we have
available, in most cases sacrificing breaks and meal time, just to provide
hands-on care for our patients. When our patients need care, we forget
about writing or communicating what we know. Instead, we just continue
working, as mentioned in the book, From “Silence to Voice” by Bernice
Buresh & Suzanne Gordon.
On the other hand, we know that communication is the root cause of
sentinel events and medical errors. Can we improve our current HCAHPS
score shown in the NYS Department of
Health’s website (profiles.health.ny.gov/
hospital/view/102912#quality) if we
improve our communication by
engaging with one another?

For FREE Effective Communication Tools, go to http://www.hrsa.gov/publichealth/healthliteracy/

(By: Fe Jacolbe, RN)
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